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Fast, reliable and secure UK cloud hosting
Modern websites need the speed and stability that traditional
single-server hosting struggles to provide on a consistent basis.
That is why all our web hosting is cloud hosting.

“Our cloud platform adapts
instantly to any changes,
to make sure your website
is always running.”

By combining multiple servers to handle your traffic and data in
a cloud optimized cluster, your website is not affected by any spikes in traffic or any technical
issues that may occur with a server. Our cloud platform adapts instantly to any changes and
makes sure your website is always running at peak performance.
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You don’t have to make any changes to the way you manage your website, or pay for extras to
use our cloud hosting, we want all our customers to have the very latest hosting technology as
standard.
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Why choose our cloud hosting?”
Traffic spike? No problem
Our cloud hosting has been designed to instantly adapt to the demands being
placed on it. No matter what time of day it is, or if you have an unusually large
increase in traffic, your visitors won’t notice any difference in performance.
Say goodbye to downtime
We have minimised the possibility of downtime, thanks to our huge network of
load-balanced server clusters, all working to support your website.
Super-fast page load speeds
Your website’s visitors don’t want to hang around waiting for a page to load, so
why make them? Use our cloud hosting enhanced page load speeds to increase
visitor retention rates and satisfaction.

Features and Specifications
We only use Dell servers in our cloud hosting platform to ensure excellent performance for our
customers. We also provide the following features and specifications.
Web Space

Your specification

Bandwidth

Your specification

Databases

Your specification

Operating System

Your specification

Hosting Control Panel
Cloud Platform
UK Data Centre
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